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An advanced application to
examine the size of files on

a Windows system and
compare their content to
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another folder or directory.
Supports the.ini,.txt and.csv
format of input parameters

and a custom format.
Supports moving, renaming,

copying, searching for
duplicate files and folders.

Includes a intuitive interface
that helps you to quickly

find files you want to
compare. Some basic
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configuration settings are
stored in the registry. Runs
quietly in the system tray.
Windows Help file. Usage

of the application is simple.
The app is stored in the My
Computer folder (you can
find it in the Application
folder). Once launched,

press the Folder Comparison
button and indicate the
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folders you want to
compare. The app will

automatically compare their
sizes, and will tell you if
they are identical or not,

whether they are of the same
or different dates, if they
have identical names and
contents, along with other

similarities and differences.
I took some time to make
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various improvements. You
can always download the
latest version from my

repository for free.
Evaluation and conclusion
Evaluation and conclusion

Speed and resource use
Directory Report Torrent

Download has a reasonable
speed when it comes to

examining and comparing
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folders. At first, we noticed
that it took some time to

start the scanning process.
The numbers show the time
it took to finish scanning (Y
axis) and the level of CPU

usage during this process (X
axis). We ran the software
on a machine with a few

drive volumes, including C:
and E:, and below are the
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results: Sample processing
time (Y-axis) for C: drive

and E: volume. Both
filesystems were NTFS, but
Windows 8.1 (KB2999226)

is the version installed on the
tested machine. The results

show that the scanning speed
depends on the number of
folders in your folders, and

whether you're searching for
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identical files or not.
Moreover, running the
program in Windows

(Windows NT) with local
files and directories will

cause disk access to occur
repeatedly. On the other
hand, scanning remote

directories over a network
should be much faster. The
following image shows how
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the CPU usage (lower
numbers indicate a lower

use) changes depending on
the number of folders you're
scanning: As we can see, the

CPU use for the former
folder is pretty constant: it
peaks only once, when the

scanning process begins. The
latter one starts with a

maximum usage, and after it
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completes, the

Directory Report Crack Full Version

Folder Compare 7.0.125 for
Windows is a

comprehensive application
which lets you compare

multiple directories to find
out whether they have

identical files and
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directories. You can also
locate duplicates, among

other operations. Directory
Compare features: Open

multiple directories,
compare sizes, dates, names
and/or number of files and
directories, copy or move
items from one folder to
another, delete files or
directories, and rename
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multiple items at the same
time. Advanced features: Set

filters for file names and
directory contents to include

or exclude, set the default
comparison mode (ASCII or
binary), check for streams,

process subdirectories,
specify the maximum folder

scanning depth, set the
cluster size, modify registry
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entries, check for CRC
hashes, find duplicate files

or directories, and other
operations. Unique features:

A handy feature lets you
compare files and directories

by file name as well as
version, file owner, access
time and size. You can use
more advanced options to
examine file types, dll and
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exe extension or change the
file access time. Directory

Report Crack Free
Download Installation:

When you download the
Free version, you will find
the setup file in your Temp
directory. After extracting,
you will find 2 installers in

the main directory. -
Uninstaller.exe - intended to
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remove the program and
related files if you decide
not to use it any longer. -

Instruction.txt - the help file
you will need to use the app.

Before you can use
Directory Report, you have

to download the main
update.exe. After extracting
the archive you will find the
setup file in the main folder.
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Here is the full detailed
review of Directory Report:

Directory Report is a
comprehensive software
application designed to

compare multiple folders to
find out whether they have

identical files or not, as well
as to locate duplicates,
among other types of

operations. It comes packed
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with numerous options, such
as filters for file names and
directories. Easy setup and

outdated GUI Setting up this
app shouldn't be a difficult
task, thanks to the fact that
the installer contains only

familiar options.
Administrative rights are
indicated for running the

app. Its interface is clearly
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outdated because it doesn't
show modern graphical
elements, yet it is neatly

organized. Scan directories
and examine results After

indicating one or more
drives or directories to scan,

you can check out results
concerning the size, date of
creation, date of access and
last modification for each
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folders, as well as sort the
items 09e8f5149f
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Directory Report Crack + With License Key X64

Directory Report is a
comprehensive utility
software designed for
determining duplicates and
determining differences
between multiple folders. It
allows you to perform
multiple operations, such as
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file copying, renaming,
moving, and comparing
folders and files, along with
sub-directories. Various
options allow you to set up
parameters and see the
results of your actions right
away, depending on your
needs. Users can scan one or
more drives or directories
and check out all the results
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in a sortable table, or sort the
items by date, size, and/or
file or directory attributes. It
also supports various
comparison modes.
Directory Report Features: *
Comprehensive file and
directory comparison and
detection * Scan directories
and examine results * Set up
comparison modes *
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Perform file and directory
operations * Set filters for
file names * Set filters for
directories, extensions, file
sizes, dates, dates of last
access or modification, and
more * Copy files, rename
files, move files * Compare
files and directories *
Compare sub-directories *
Compute CRC hashes *
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Find duplicate files or
directories * Set file date
and file name versions * Set
file name extensions,
characters, and case *
Remove registry keys *
View date, size, and owner
of files and directories *
Enumerate paths * Use
scan/compare depths and
folder depth limit * Use
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customizable scanning and
filtering * Exclude one or
more folder/files * Specify
files/folders to scan *
Specify folder to exclude *
Sort items by any of the
following criteria * Latest
modified * Date of creation
* Date of last access * Date
of last modification * Size *
Owner * File type * File
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name * Date/time stamps *
Long file name * Date/time
stamps * File size *
Directory name * Extension
* Unicode character or
Unicode code point *
Unicode character range *
Unicode code point range *
Unicode case * Unicode
case range * Unicode range
* Unicode case range *
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Unicode columns * Unicode
columns range * Unicode
columns percent * Unicode
columns character count *
Unicode columns character
count range * Unicode
columns words count *
Unicode columns words
count range * Unicode
characters * Unicode
character range * Unicode
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character range * Unicode
character range with case *
Unicode character range
with case * Unicode
character range with case,
percent * Unicode character
range with case, percent *
Unicode character range
with case

What's New In?
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• Directory Report
description: The size of user-
friendly GUI, search for
duplicate directories and
files, change directories and
duplicate file names, view
and compare files, compare
files/directories and
directories, compare
directories, and save
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files/directories after
comparing them; • Directory
Report shows a folder tree in
File Explorer and it
automatically finds duplicate
files and directories; • It is
one of the top 5 rated,
freeware applications and
has a rating of 10/10 on the
Softpedia website. Related
Software: 10 - Directory
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Compare, Directory
Compare Lite, Directory
Compare for 7, Directory
Compare Cleaner, Directory
Compare Information, Find
Duplicate Files, Fast File
Compare, Fast File Compare
2, Find Duplicate Files for
Windows, Fast File
Compare Editor, Flash
Duplicate Files Finder, File
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Duplicate Finder, File
Duplicate Finder Lite,
Folder Compare, Folder
Compare 4, Folder Compare
Pro, Folder Compare Tools,
Folder Compare Tools Lite,
Folder Compare 2, Folder
Compare Portable, Folder
Compare Professional,
Folder Compare
Professional Lite, Folder
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Compare Pro Lite, Folder
Compare Suite, Folder
Compare Suite Lite, Folder
Compare Suite Professional,
Folder Compare Suite
Professional Lite, Folder
Compare Suite Professional
Lite, Folder Compare
Utilities, Folder Compare
Suite Portable, Folder
Compare Suite Portable Pro,
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Folder Compare Suite
Professional 2, Folder
Compare Suite Professional
2 Lite, Folder Compare
Suite Professional 2 Lite,
Folder Compare Suite
Professional 2 Lite, Folder
Compare Suite Suite
Professional 2 Pro, Folder
Compare Suite Suite
Professional 2 Lite, Folder
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Compare Suite Suite
Professional 2 Lite, Folder
Compare Suite Suite
Professional 2 Lite, Folder
Compare Suite Suite
Professional 3, Folder
Compare Suite Suite
Professional 3 Lite, Folder
Compare Suite Suite
Professional 3 Lite, Folder
Compare Suite Suite
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Professional 3 Lite, Folder
Compare Suite Suite
Professional 4, Folder
Compare Suite Suite
Professional 5, Fast
Duplicate Finder, Find
Duplicate Files and Folder
Compare, Find Duplicate
Files Fast, Fast Duplicate
Finder Lite, Find Duplicate
Files Fast, Fast Duplicate
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Finder Pro, Find Duplicate
Files Fast 2, Find Duplicate
Files Fast 2 Lite, Find
Duplicate Files Fast 3, Find
Duplicate Files Fast 4, Find
Duplicate Files Fast, Find
Duplicate Files Fast 5, Find
Duplicate Files Fast 5 Lite,
Find Duplicate Files Fast 6,
Find Duplicate Files Fast 7,
Find Duplicate Files Fast 7
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Lite, Find Duplicate Files
Fast 8, Find Duplicate Files
Fast 8 Lite, Find Duplicate
Files Fast 9, Find Duplicate
Files Fast 10, Find Duplicate
Files Fast 10 Lite, Find
Duplicate Files Fast 11,
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System Requirements:

Create, play, and keep in
touch with your friends.
Experience a new way to
play MMOs with
Battle.net® (additional fees
may apply). Battle.net®
Important Battle.net®
service (online multiplayer)
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and Apple® Game Center
are required to play. They
also can be purchased
separately. World of
Warcraft® game disc is
required for game
activation. Please read this
Agreement carefully before
you start playing. This End
User License Agreement
(“Agreement�
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